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Summary 
 
This document sets out a project design for an Oxford Archaeological Plan: 
archaeological and historic characterisation, assessment and strategy (OAP). The 
OAP  will comprise of an archaeological resource assessment and research agenda 
for the city, it will provide statements of archaeological interest  for key heritage 
assets and a will involve a mapped historic urban and landscape characterisation 
study using ArchGIS software. The project will result in the production of an Urban 
Archaeological Strategy document. 
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1. BACKGROUND 
 

1.1. This document sets out a project design for an Oxford Archaeological 
Plan: archaeological and historic characterisation, assessment and strategy. 
An Oxford Archaeological Plan (OAP) is required to help manage intensive 
development pressures in Oxford and inform the curation of the historic 
environment by strengthening the evidence base for decision making. 

 
1.2. The OAP project forms part of English Heritage’s ongoing Urban 

Archaeological Strategy programme and follows on from the completion of 
an Urban Archaeological Database (UAD) for Oxford in 2002.  

 
1.3. The English Heritage Urban Archaeological Strategy (UAS) programme 

was established to improve the management of England’s urban 
archaeological resource by supporting the creation of Urban Archaeological 
Strategies for over 30 historic towns and cities. The UAS process involves 
three stages: 1) reviewing previously un-synthesised data and creating an 
Urban Archaeological Database 2) The production of detailed Urban 
Archaeological Assessment, normally in the form of a monograph 
synthesising the available information on the known archaeological resource. 
3) The creation of an Urban Archaeological Strategy to provide additional 
guidance to curatorial work and inform local planning agendas. For 
background to UAS project see the policy statement Managing the Urban 
Archaeological Resource (English Heritage, 1992). 

 
1.4. In the case of Oxford the existence of a detailed monograph on the pre-

University town produced by Oxford Archaeology (Oxford Before the 
University, 2003) has a bearing on the requirement for a full assessment 
monograph. Therefore in this instance it is proposed to undertake a more 
condensed resource assessment of the Local Authority Area covering 
prehistoric-modern remains and to integrate this within a condensed OAP 
document. The condensed format will allow the document to be made more 
widely accessible in pdf format via the council web site.  

 
1.5. The OAP will also incorporate a historic landscape characterisation study 

and Historic Urban Characterisation study as part of the Historic 
Characterisation Programme: http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/upload/pdf/boudless_horizons.pdf?1252925174.  

 
1.6. Whilst the impetus for the OAP derives from existing English Heritage 

initiatives to roll out UAS and HLC provision across the country the timing of 
the project has been influenced by the requirement from central government 
to replace the existing Local Plan with a Local Development Framework 
(LDF) for Oxford.  

 
1.7. A draft Core Strategy document, forming the core of the LDF, was due for 

adoption in 2009, The Inspector's Report on the Core Strategy was due to be 
delivered to the City Council by the end of October.  The Planning 
Inspectorate has, however, decided to put on hold the Inspector's Report in 
light of legal challenges being made to the South East Plan, and consequent 
uncertainty over the Strategic Development Area to the south of the city.  
The draft Core Strategy currently sets out an objective of providing a 
Heritage Plan for Oxford within a 5-7 years timeframe (Oxford City Council, 
2009). It is intended that the OAP will contribute to the Heritage Plan process 
by adding to the evidence base and setting out strategic objectives relating to 

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/upload/pdf/boudless_horizons.pdf?1252925174
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/upload/pdf/boudless_horizons.pdf?1252925174
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the management of the archaeological resource. The scope of the Heritage 
Plan is currently the subject of discussions between the City Council, English 
Heritage.  

 
1.8. The City Council is currently working on the  Development DPD to 

replace the existing  Local Plan. The draft PPS15 Policy HE3 states that  
“Having assessed the evidence, local planning authorities should, where 
appropriate, set out a positive, proactive, strategy for the conservation, 
enhancement and enjoyed of the historic environment in their area. They 
should particularly focus of the local distinctiveness of the historic 
environment and how this can be used to promote a sense of place. They 
should include consideration of how to best conserve individual, groups or 
types of heritage assets that are most at risk of loss through neglect, decay 
or other pressures”. It is hoped that the resource assessment and research 
design component of the OAP will be completed in time to inform comments 
on the draft Development DPD. However it is recognised that there is some 
uncertainty regarding the delivery times of both these projects (e.g. the start 
time of the OAP is subject to EH agreement on funding and the recruitment 
process and the DPD is subject to external inputs into the LDF process).  
The OAP will also have the potential to inform other strategic documents 
such as the Barton Area Action Plan, Northern Gateway Action Plan and 
Summertown AAP as and when these are advanced. 

 
2. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
 

2.1. In January 2009 a project application was submitted to the English 
Heritage HEEP team for an Urban Archaeological Strategy project. 
Subsequently provisional support for the project was obtained and this 
project design has been produced on the basis on a commissioning letter 
from English Heritage. On the advice of English Heritage the project has 
been renamed ‘The Oxford Archaeological Plan’. 

 
3. THE BUSINESS CASE 
 

3.1. Current and proposed planning strategy documents for the South East of 
England and Oxford place a firm emphasis on ‘growth and regeneration’ (e.g. 
South East Plan, 2006; Oxford West End Area Action Plan, 2008; Oxford 
Core Strategy 2026, 2009 (draft)). As a result planning policies will continue 
to place considerable pressure on the management of Oxford’s extensive 
and important heritage assets. An Oxford Archaeological Plan is therefore 
required to aid the management of Oxford’s exceptional historic environment 
and to ensure that significant assets are appropriately protected, in line with 
current national planning guidance (Planning Policy Guidance Note 16) and 
the forthcoming Planning Policy Statement 15 (Planning and the Historic 
Environment). 

 
3.2. The OAP will develop the evidence base for decision making within 

development control and wider strategic planning processes. It will provide 
guidance for the framing of research questions in archaeological briefs (and 
for non PPG16/PPS15 archaeological projects). The resource assessment 
and research agenda will also complement the Thames Solent Regional 
Research Agenda and be available to inform ongoing academic and 
voluntary archaeological investigation in the Oxford area. The project will 
provide a characterisation data set to inform the management of change and 
assist the conservation of significant heritage assets in the 
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landscape/townscape. The document will set out a broad strategy for the 
management of the archaeological resource by identifying key pressures on 
the resource and requirements for further assessment, guidance and 
heritage provision.   

 
3.3. The project relates to EH corporate objectives as set out in SHAPE 

(English Heritage, SHAPE, 2008): 
 

 1A  Sub-Programme 11111.150 Understanding Place: Assessing 
historic areas. 

 1A Sub-Programme 11111.210 Understanding Place: Historic 
Landscape Characterisation (urban and metropolitan). 

 1A Sub Programme 11172.110 Supporting Research Frameworks: 
National, regional, local, diachronic and thematic frameworks. 

 
3.4. The projects meets EH’s strategic aim for 2005-2010 to ‘Enable and 

promote sustainable change to England’s historic environment’ and relates to 
EH research themes a) Discovering, studying and defining historic assets 
and their significance (A1, A2 and A3) and Heritage Counts indicator 
‘Understanding the assets; adding to knowledge, defining significance’ 
(Discovering the past shaping the future Research Strategy 2005-2010, 
English Heritage 2005; English Heritage Research Agenda: English 
Heritage, 2005). 

 
3.5. It is intended that the OAP will be adopted as either a Supplementary 

Planning Document or as a technical advice note. 
 
4. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
 

4.1. Aims 
 

The aim of the project is: 
 

 To help improve the management of Oxford’s important historic 
environment.  

 
4.2. Objectives 

 
In order to meet this aim, the project has a number of objectives: 

 
A Produce a resource assessment to characterise and quantify the existing 
archaeological evidence from Oxford in order to inform resource management 
and academic investigation. 
 
B Produce a research agenda for Oxford to inform curatorial guidance for 
commercial archaeological projects and academic investigation. 
 
C Produce a statement of archaeological interest for key elements of the 
archaeological resource (where feasible) to inform resource management. 
 
E Develop historic landscape and urban characterisation maps of Oxford to 
enable the quantification of landscape change and the mapping/identification 
of surviving assets. 
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F Develop an Urban Archaeological Strategy that can aid the management of 
Oxford’s historic environment and inform the LDF process 
 
G Seek stakeholder and peer review of the Oxford Archaeological Plan y to 
ensure it has the confidence of heritage professionals involved with the 
management of Oxford’s nationally important archaeological resource. 
 

5. PROJECT INTERFACES AND PUBLIC BENEFIT 
 

5.1. The project will form part of Heritage Plan for Oxford as set out in the 
draft Core Strategy for Oxford (2009). This will consist of set of 
complementary documents that will build up the evidence base and provide a 
framework for decision making with regard to the historic environment in 
Oxford. 

 
5.2. The Resource Assessment element will aim to sit within and be 

compatible with the Thames Solent Research Framework. The 
characterisation element will be methodologically compatible with the Historic 
Landscape Characterisation mapping already undertaken for surrounding 
Counties and the Oxfordshire Chilterns.  

 
5.3. The City Council notes that the submitted proposal for an HLF funded 

East Oxford Community Archaeology Project, if successful,  will run for a 
number of years and result in a complementary field work and database 
project that will ultimately contribute to the enhancement of the County 
Historic Environment Record and Oxford Archaeological Plan.  

 
6. THE PROJECT SCOPE 
 

The OAP will be completed in four stages: 
 

 The production of a Resource Assessment. 

 The production of a Research Agenda and statements of archaeological 
interest. 

 The completion of a Characterisation Study involving two levels of 
resolution (HLC and HUC, See below). 

 The production of a strategy document. 
 
The method statement below (Section 11) describes the detail of how the project 
will be achieved and a task list is provided in section 12. The Gantt chart on 
pages 18-19 shows the project cascade. 

 
7. THE PRODUCT 
 

7.1. The project will result in the following products: 
 

 A geo-relational characterisation database on ArchGIS maintained by the 
City Council. 

 An Oxford Archaeological Plan report in printed and digital format. 
 

7.2. A print run of 30 ring bound MoRPHE compliant reports will be produced 
and a pdf version posted on the council website (and archived through the 
Archaeology Data Service). A copy of the final text and map files will be 
provided to ADS in their original format. 
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7.3. The GIS database will be maintained as part of the Urban Archaeological 

Database by the City Council. 
 
8. PROJECT SET UP 
 

A fixed term project officer post will be employed through the City Council. A 
minimum two month lead in time for recruitment will be required following 
authorisation of the project at the R2 review point. This will encompass 
recruitment, work space preparation and purchase of relevant materials.  

 
9. PROJECT TEAM STRUCTURE 
 

9.1. A dedicated member of staff will be employed to complete the project, 
managed by the City Council Archaeologist and the Heritage Team Leader. 
The City Council Archaeologist and the Conservation Area Appraisal Officer 
will contribute additional experience and guidance to the OAP project.  

 
The project structure will be as follows 

 

 Project Executive- Head of Heritage and Specialist Services Team, 
Oxford City Council. 

 Project Manager- Oxford City Council Archaeologist, 

 Expert- Dedicated officer employed on a fixed term contract. 
 

9.2. The project will be co-ordinated by the City Council Archaeologist. The 
project co-ordinator will be responsible for satisfying English Heritage that 
the project is running efficiently, to time and within budget through the normal 
English Heritage monitoring process. 

 
9.3. The project co-ordinator will maintain regular contact with other 

participants in the project so that potential problems may be identified and 
appropriate mitigation strategies put in place. 

 
9.4. The progress of each stage of the project will be monitored by the Project 

co-ordinator and advisory group. 
 

9.5. The project co-ordinator will provide assistance during the consultation 
process as appropriate, for example in arranging venues for meetings. 

 
9.6. The project co-ordinator will be responsible for ensuring full and effective 

communication with the advisory group. 
 

9.7. Advisory Group 
 

We would propose a project advisory group with the following invited bodies: 
 

 English Heritage 

 Oxford City and County Archaeological Forum 

 The County Archaeological Service 

 Oxford Preservation Trust 
 

9.8. Comments on the draft OAP may also be sought from relevant Colleges 
and University departments, civic and amenity groups, individual period 
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specialists, strategic planners and members of the ALGAO Urban 
Committee. 

 
10. COMMUNICATIONS 
 

10.1. The project co-ordinator will provide a monthly progress report to English 
Heritage. An advisory group workshop will be help midway through the 
assessment and characterisation project to review progress and processes. 
A final review meeting with stakeholders will be held to discuss the draft 
report. 

 
10.2. Communications- The project team will communicate through weekly 

review meetings and with English Heritage and the project advisory group via 
monthly e-mails. 

 
11. METHOD STATEMENT 
 

11.1. Scope 
 

11.1.1. The Oxford Archaeological Plan will cover the whole of the Oxford 
City Local Authority Area.  The Historic Landscape Characterisation 
mapping will be undertaken for the Local Authority Area. The Historic 
Urban Characterisation mapping will be undertaken for the City Centre 
Archaeological Area only (See Fig 1 below). The HLC and HUC data will 
sit within the same database, allowing the area of ‘deepened’ HUC cover 
to be expanded at a later date. The CCAA encompasses the extent of 
the 17th century historic core of the city. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1. Map showing Local Authority Area and City Centre Archaeological 
Area 
 
The methodology for achieving the four main components of the OAP is 
summarised below: 

 
11.2. Resource Assessment 

 
11.2.1. This will involve the rapid examination of the available Urban 

Archaeological Database and published archaeological data for the City 
and its environs and the production of a summary assessment by period 
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and then theme to expand on the existing County resource 
assessments. The Oxford resource assessment will use the same period 
definitions as the county resource assessment. 

 
11.2.2. The data required for the Resource Assessment is contained in a 

variety of sources held at the City Council, County Council and 
University Libraries. The principal source of information will be the UAD. 
The resource assessment will entail consideration of wider contextual 
information from the county and beyond held at the Historic Environment 
Record, Local Studies Library and in journals and monographs held at 
the Sackler Library.  

 
11.2.3. The resource assessment will be structured in a similar fashion to 

the County Resource Assessments for the sake of consistency, that is 
by period with the following core headings and topics: 

 

 Nature and scope of the evidence base 

 Inheritance 

 Landscape and Land Use 

 Social and administrative organisation 

 Settlement 

 Built environment 
Including quantification of standing buildings data (e.g. number of 
listed structures/recorded structures by period) 

 Ceremony, ritual and religion 

 Warfare, defences and military installations 

 Material Culture 
Including Environmental evidence summary 

 Craft, trade and industries 

 Transport and communication 

 Legacy 

 Period based maps showing historical topography 

 Period Bibliography 
 

11.3. Research Agenda  
 

11.3.1. The formulation of research questions for the city will draw on the 
results of the resource assessment, existing research frameworks at 
regional and national level, thematic research frameworks and the 
advice of period and thematic specialists. 

 
11.3.2. Consideration will be given to the production of digital research zone 

maps to accompany the research questions. 
 

11.4. Statements of archaeological interest 
 

11.4.1. Provisional statements of archaeological interest will be provided key 
monuments in the Local Authority Area. The aim of this exercise is to 
draw together the available information on important monuments and 
monument complexes and set out a summary assessment of 
archaeological interest based on the forthcoming PPS15 Principles of 
Selection. This exercise will lead to the identification of requirements for 
further work and will address the absence of MPP survey data for the 
City. A draft assessment form is provided in Appendix C. The 
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methodology will be reviewed if required following the publication of the 
forthcoming guidance. 

 
11.4.2. The monuments or monument groups that will be provided with 

statements are listed below. 
 

 The Wolvercote Channel 

 Prehistoric monument complexes 

 Roman kilns 

 Grandpont 

 The burh 

 The castle and defences 

 The city wall 

 The medieval walled City and its suburbs 

 The monastic houses 

 The medieval hospitals 

 The medieval colleges 

 The early post medieval colleges 
 

11.5. The Characterisation Study 
 

11.5.1. The characterisation study will be completed at two resolutions: 
Historic Landscape Characterisation for the Local Authority Area and 
Historic Urban Characterisation for the City Centre Archaeological Area. 
The HLC mapping will be undertaken at a ‘County Level’ resolution and 
will involve only simplified mapping of urban areas, the intention being to 
roll out a second phase of more detailed HUC mapping across the urban 
area at a later date. The CCAA has been chosen as an appropriate 
boundary for a cut off for the first phase of HUC mapping because it 
encompasses the extent of the 17th century town (being the line of the 
Royalist Civil War defences). It is recognised a few character areas may 
need to straddle/overlap this boundary. 

 
11.5.2. The characterisation mapping will require access a series of rectified 

historic and modern digital map layers listed below (11.5.3.3 and 11.5.6). 
Additional information may be sought from the extensive body of historic 
maps held at the County Records Office, the Oxford Building Record, 
the Town Hall and with other specialist and amenity groups. Where 
additional sources are used the sources will be recorded within the 
database. Reference will be made to the Oxford Landscape Assessment 
by Landuse Consultants Ltd (2002). 

 
11.6. Historic Landscape Characterisation 

 
11.6.1. HLC mapping will use the characterisation types listed in Appendix A. 

The mapping will employ the same methodology as employed in the 
Buckinghamshire HLC project (Buckinghamshire County Council, 2008). 

 
11.6.2. As HLC has not been completed for the County (with the exception of 

the Oxfordshire Chilterns, the North Wessex Downs and Cotswolds 
AONB) it is not intended to use the Oxford data to identify broader 
Historic Character Areas at this stage as this would require HLC data 
from parishes surrounding the LPA area. 
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11.6.2.1. The HLC mapping will cover the entire Local Authority Area and will 
provide mapping based on: 

 

 19th century Parish Enclosure Maps. 

 1876 OS 1st Edition 1:500 (1:2500 where 1:500 not available). 

 1954 1:2500. 

 Modern MasterMap data. 
 

11.7. Historic Urban Characterisation 
 

11.7.1. HUC mapping will use the characterisation types listed in Appendix A 
(Subject to revision as the project progresses). The mapping will employ 
broadly the same methodology as employed in the Buckinghamshire 
Historic Towns project (Green, 2008) with amended character types 
relevant to Oxford and simplified level of attribute data reflecting the 
greater level of urban complexity and time constraints (However the geo-
relational database will contain a number of unpopulated fields that will 
allow the database to be enhanced at a later date). 

 
11.7.2. The HUC mapping will cover Oxford City Centre as defined by the 

Local Plan City Centre Archaeological Area. Where character blocks 
overlap the CCAA boundary they will be mapped accordingly. The HUC 
characterisation mapping will provide character data based on the 
following maps: 

 

 1876 OS 1st Edition. 

 Modern MasterMap. 
 

The fields to be recorded for each polygon are listed in Appendix A. 
 

11.7.3. In addition to the HUC mapping the Salter map (which plots 13th 
century property boundaries using map regression and documentary 
research) will be used to record the survival and legibility of historic 
property boundaries in the modern townscape. The following criteria will 
be recorded for HUC polygons: 

 

 High Legibility 

 Medium Legibility 

 Low Legibility 

 Pre-modern boundaries of uncertain origin 
 
11.7.4. An estimated 1000 polygons will be required for the HLC (LPA Area) 

and up to 2000 for the HUC (CCAA) based on a rapid scoping exercise. 
 

11.8. Historic Urban Character Areas 
 

11.8.1. The Historic Urban Characterisation data will be used (along with 
other background data) to identify a series of Historic Urban Character 
Areas (HUCA’s). Each character area will be provided with an area 
summary, a draft report format is provided in Appendix D. Each HUCA 
will be defined by consideration of the character mapping aided by rapid 
site assessments in line with the methodology of the Buckinghamshire 
Historic Towns Survey. 
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11.8.1.1. This HUCA character assessment will adopt the heritage 
values methodology outlined in the English Heritage document 
Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance (2008). Whilst 
acknowledging the importance of existing heritage designations, the 
Conservation Principles approach enables a holistic approach to the 
various inter-related heritage values that might be attached to a place. 
These high level values can be summarised as:  

 

 Evidential: The potential of a place to yield evidence about past 
human activity e.g. through study of buried archaeological remains 
or historic buildings 

 Historical: Derives from the ways in which past people and events 
and aspects of live can be connected through a place to the 
present. It tends to be either illustrative of particular activities or 
process or associative with famous people or events. 

 Aesthetic: Derives the ways in which people draw sensory and 
intellectual stimulation from a place.  It can reflect deliberate 
design (e.g. architecture) or the fortuitous coming together of 
features to create a ‘patina’ of age. 

 Communal Value: derives from the meanings of a place for the 
people who relate to it, or for whom it figures in their collective 
experience or memory. Communal values can be closely bound up 
with historical (particularly associative) and aesthetic values, but 
tend to have additional and specific aspects manifesting as 
symbolic, commemorative, social or spiritual values. 

 
Other datasets that will be taken into account when compiling HUCA 

summaries. 
 

 Listed building data. 

 Conservation Area Appraisals. 

 Scheduled Ancient Monuments. 

 Registered Parks and Gardens. 

 The Urban Archaeological Database including its 
truncation/deposit model. 

 
11.8.2. The assessments will include a consideration of the urban morphology 

(castle and defences, routeways and street plan, religious precincts, 
reclaimed land, water channels, rivers and river crossings, gravel terrace 
and floodplain etc). 

 
11.8.3. A rapid scoping assessment was undertaken to establish the 

approximate number of Historic Urban Character Areas likely to 
required. This produced an initial figure of 64 (listed and mapped below). 
The list was identified by the subjective consideration of place and 
character, it is intended that the Historic Urban Character polygons will 
provide a methodologically consistent data set with which to test and 
refine these areas. Some areas may need to extend over the CCAA 
boundary in order to be consistent and allow the roll out of this 
methodology to the remaining urban area. 

 
 
11.9. Urban Archaeological Strategy Document 
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An urban archaeological strategy document will be produced comprising of: 
 

 A resource assessment including thematic maps. 

 A research agenda by period. 

 A summary table of the statements of archaeological interest for key 
monuments. 

 HLC/HUCA Summaries and a characterisation report providing an 
overview of the results and a statistical breakdown of key themes 
relating to change and survival.  

 An archaeological strategy overview for the LPA area including  
o Policy summary and overview 
o A SWOT analysis. 
o Identification of key themes and priorities. 
o Identification of requirements for further work 

 
12. STAGES, PRODUCTS AND TASKS 
 

12.1. The main component tasks are summarised below in line with MoRPHE 
guidance. 

 

 Start up- Project outline produced 

 Review Point R1- Project outline agreed 

 Initiation- Project Design produced 

 Review Point 2 Project design agreed 

 Execution- Project starts 

 Post appointed 

 Start up- IT and orientation 

 Data collecting/ Stakeholder engagement 

 Draft Resource Assessment produced 

 Draft statements of archaeological interest produced 

 Draft research agenda produced  

 Consultation with stakeholders review of assessment, statements of interest 
and research agenda. 

 Characterisation mapping 

 Stakeholder meeting to review processes 

 Analysis of results 

 Identification of further work that may be required 

 Amendments made to resource assessment, statements of importance and 
research agenda following stakeholder comments. 

 Production of a draft report 

 Presentation of results to stakeholder meeting 

 Consultation with stakeholders 

 Production of final report with documentation  

 Review point 3-  

 Closure 
 

12.2. Task table 
 

Task Product 
No. 

By Days Objectives 
(Sect 4.2) 

Methods 
(Sect 
4.2) 

Start up- IT and 
orientation 

1,2 E/PM 5 All - 
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Data collecting/ 
Stakeholder 
engagement 

1,2 E/PM 10 All - 

Period 
Assessments 
researched 

2 E  A 11.2 

Palaeolithic/ 
Mesolithic 

  5   

Neolithic/ 
Bronze Age 

  5   

Iron Age   5   

Roman   5   

Saxon/ Viking   5   

Norman   5   

Medieval   15   

Post Medieval   15   

Modern   10   

Research 
Agenda drafted 

2 E 10 B 11.3 

Statements of 
archaeological 
interest drafted 

2 E 20 C 11.4 

Draft Phase 1 
report produced 
with 
management 
review 

2 E/PM 5 ABC - 

Characterisation 
mapping data 
collection and 
set up 

1 E/PM 5 E 11.5 

HLC 
Characterisation 
Mapping 
(Polygon 
mapping and 
data entry  
1000 estimated 
polygons= 50 
per day) 

1 E 20 E 11.6 

HUC mapping 
(Polygon 
mapping and 
data entry 2000 
estimated 
polygons=50 
per day) 

1 E 40 E 11.7 

Production of 
HUCA 
statements 
(3 per day) 

1 E 20  11.8 

Production of a 
draft report and 
strategic 

2 E/PM 20 EF 11.9 
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summary 

Consultation 
and 
management 
review 

2 E/PM 5 All - 

Leave 
Bank Holidays 
Sick Leave 

 E 50 NA - 

Finalisation of 
report by City 
Council 
Archaeologist 

2 PM N/A All - 

   280   

 
13. OWNERSHIP  
 

The data will be the property of Oxford City Council and English Heritage, subject 
to standard permissions.  
 

14. BUDGET YEARS 2010-2011 
 

Staff costs (+NI and 
superannuation) 

Per day Days Cost Total 

Expert  £106 wages 
£139.85  
with on 
costs 

280   

OCC Staff contribution to 
OAP content  

£300 10   

     

Non Staff Costs     

     

Stakeholder outreach  
    

    

Training budget 
   
  

    

Travel    
    

    

Management costs      

Design and Print run for 
30 colour reports.  

    

Office Space and IT costs 
 
  

    

ADS Archiving      

     

Capital equipment     

Book budget   
    

    

Equipment and stationary 
Laptop Acer Aspire 
6930G   
5 x box files  
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Windows 7 
Canon 10MP Digital 
Camera 
Misc 
stationary/Contingency 
 

 
 
 

     

Inflation costs  
    

  Less than 
one year, 
not 
calculated 

 

VAT   
    

  reclaimed 
as local 
government 

 

Total   
    

    

EH Contribution 
    

    

OCC Contribution 
    

    

 
15. CASCADE 
 

15.1. It is proposed that the project begins in March 2010. It would run for 56 
weeks to April 2011(70 weeks including consultation period and production 
of final report scheduled to be completed by July 2011) 

 
15.2. A detailed breakdown of the proposed timescale for the various tasks over 

the lifetime of the project is given in the Gantt chart on pages 18-19. 
 
16. HEALTH AND SAFETY 
 

The project team will be subject to the City Councils Health and Safety Policy and 
Health and Safety Policy for Contracted Work. 

 
17. BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 

Bucks County Council, 2008, Buckinghamshire Historic Landscape  
Characterisation Methodology. 

English Heritage, 1992, Managing the Urban Archaeological Resource (English  
Heritage). 

English Heritage, 1996, Frameworks for our past. 
English Heritage, 2000, Power of place. 
English Heritage, 2005, Discovering the past shaping the future Research Strategy  

2005-2010. 
English Heritage, 2005, English Heritage Research Agenda. 
Green, 2008, Buckinghamshire Historic Towns Project Methodology,  

Buckinghamshire County Council. 
Oxford City Council, 2009, Draft Core Strategy for Oxford . 
 
Links: 
 
For the Buckinghamshire Historic Towns methodology see:  
http://www.buckscc.gov.uk/bcc/content/index.jsp?contentid=1706472647  

http://www.buckscc.gov.uk/bcc/content/index.jsp?contentid=1706472647
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English Heritage Conservation Principles can be obtained from: 
 http://www.english-
heritage.org.uk/upload/pdf/Conservation_Principles_Policies_and_Guidance_April0
8_Web.pdf 
 
English Heritage guidance on Historic Landscape Characterisation can be obtained 
from: 
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/server/show/nav.001002003008001 
 

 
 

http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/upload/pdf/Conservation_Principles_Policies_and_Guidance_April08_Web.pdf
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/upload/pdf/Conservation_Principles_Policies_and_Guidance_April08_Web.pdf
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/upload/pdf/Conservation_Principles_Policies_and_Guidance_April08_Web.pdf
http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/server/show/nav.001002003008001
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Fig 2 Gannt Chart for Oxford OAP project 
Target start date February 15

th
 2010  E= Expert PM= Project Manager 

 
 
 

Week Who? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 

Task                       
  

    
 

    
 

   
      

              

Start up- IT and orientation E                                                          

Data collecting/ Stakeholder engagement E                                                           

Palaeolithic/Mesolithic E                                                          

Neolithic/Bronze Age E                                                          

Iron Age E                                                          

Roman E                                                          

Saxon/Viking E                                                          

Norman E                                                          

Medieval E                                                            

Post Medieval E                                                            

Modern E                                                           

Research Agenda E                                                           

Statements ofarchaeological interest E                                                           

Stakeholder consultation on drafts E                                                         

Report draft and Management review E                                                         

Characterisation set up E                                                         

HLC Mapping E                                                         

HUC mapping E                                                         

HUCA drafts E                                                         

OAP Report drafted E                                                         

Leave/Sick Leave/Bank Holidays E                                                             

Internal review E                                                          

Stakeholder review PM                                                               

Production of final report  PM                                                         
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Fig 2 cont. Gannt Chart for Oxford OAP project 

Week Who? 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 

Task  
    

          

Start up- IT and orientation E               

Data collecting/ Stakeholder engagement E               

Palaeolithic/Mesolithic E               

Neolithic/Bronze Age E               

Iron Age E               

Roman E               

Saxon/Viking E               

Norman E               

Medieval E               

Post Medieval E               

Modern E               

Research Agenda E               

Statements of importance E               

Stakeholder consultation on drafts E               

Report draft and Management review E               

Characterisation set up E               

HLC Mapping E               

HUC mapping E               

HUCA drafts E               

OAP Report drafted E               

Leave/Sick Leave/Bank Holidays E                

Internal review E                

Stakeholder review PM                       

Production of final report  PM               
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Appendix A: Field definitions and Character Types 
 
This section sets out the attribute fields that will be used to create of the core GIS 
database.  The database will hold characterisation information on Oxford collated by 
examining a series of historic and modern maps. 
 
The database will link a series of attributes to mapped polygons. This will allow the 
polygons to be displayed showing a variety of different information sets.  
 
The geo-relational database (an access database attached to the digital map) will 
allow for multiple levels of mapping. All polygons within the Local Authority Area will 
be characterised using the Historic Landscape Characterisation types used in the 
Oxfordshire Chilterns/Buckinghamshire HLC to allow future integration of this data 
with a County dataset when this becomes available.  
 
The database will also involve more detailed urban characterisation of the City 
Centre Archaeological Area using designations based on the Buckinghamshire 
Historic Towns Survey but adapted to be relevant to the evolution of Oxford. 
 
The structure of the database will therefore allow for the remaining parts of the Local 
Authority Area to be ‘deepened’ at a later date (e.g to be characterised to a higher 
resolution).  
 
A number of fields used in the Buckinghamshire Historic Towns Survey will be left 
unpopulated but can be developed in future to provide special information on the 
present built environment including building materials, architectural style, plan form, 
architects and photographic images. The table below outlines the GIS attribute table 
with a short description of the purpose of each field. 
 
 

Database Field Description Section reference 

Principal Land use Broad Type Period Mapping 

Density Density of dwellings Built characterisation 

HUT_Mastermap Character type based on current townscape Period Mapping 

HUT_1876OS Character type based on OS 1876 1st Edition Period Mapping 

HLC_Mastermap Character type based on current townscape Period Mapping 

HLC_Enclosure Character type based on enclosure/tithe awards 
(19

th
 C) 

Period Mapping 

HLC_1876OS Character type based on OS 1
st
 edition Period Mapping 

HLC_1955OS Character type based on OS 1955 map Period Mapping 

Morphology morphology of a given polygon Built characterisation 

Period general period of polygon Period Mapping 

Architectural Style Architectural style of built townscape Built characterisation 

Plan form 1 Principal plan form present in polygon Built characterisation 

Legibility Legibility of plan form/building type Built characterisation 

Plan form percentage percentage of plan form 1 Built characterisation 

Plan form 2 second most common plan form in polygon Built characterisation 

Plan form percentage approximate percentage of plan form 2 Built characterisation 

Plan form 3 third most common plan form in polygon Built characterisation 

Plan form percentage approximate percentage of plan form 3 Built characterisation 

Notes notes on polygon Period Mapping 

Historic plot legibility Survival of historic boundaries (High, medium, 
low) 

Period Mapping 

Digitiser name of digitiser Period Mapping 

Date date of digitisation of the polygon Period Mapping 
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Attributes to be listed in the geo-database but not populated as part of this project 
 

Photo Location hyper link to image of polygon Built characterisation 

Build material 1 principal building material used in polygon Built characterisation 

Build material percentage approximate percentage of building material 1 Built characterisation 

Build material 2 second most common building material in polygon Built characterisation 

Build material percentage approximate percentage of building material 2 Built characterisation 

Build material 3 third most common building material in polygon Built characterisation 

Build material percentage approximate percentage of building material 3 Built characterisation 

Roof material 1 principal roof material used in polygon Built characterisation 

Roof material percentage approximate percentage of roof material 1 Built characterisation 

Roof material 2 second most common roof material in polygon Built characterisation 

Roof material percentage approximate percentage of roof material 2 Built characterisation 

Roof material 3 third most common roof material in polygon Built characterisation 

Roof material percentage approximate percentage of roof material 3 Built characterisation 

Roof form principal roof form in polygon Built characterisation 

Build features 1 building feature noted in polygon Built characterisation 

Build features 2 building feature noted in polygon Built characterisation 

Build features 3 building feature noted in polygon Built characterisation 

Architects Record of architect where available  

 
 
Below are tables of descriptions to be used to populate the database fields listed 
above.  
 
Provisional definitions for HLC character types  
 
ei  Enclosure (Pre 18th Century Irregular): Piecemeal enclosure is 

applied where enclosures appear to have been established on a 
field-by-field basis. Morphologically,  ‘ei’ can vary considerably in 
shape and size.  

ENCLOSURE  

ee  Parliamentary Enclosure: Planned, generally large-scale 
enclosure, of open field and sometimes wastes occurring through 
Oxfordshire from c?. Parliamentary enclosure normally 
possesses a distinctive, organised layout with ruler straight 
boundaries and often with contemporaneous roads or trackways.  

ENCLOSURE  

es  Parliamentary Enclosure: Allotments that have been 
subsequently divided soon after enclosure.  

ENCLOSURE  

en  Enclosure (19th Century): Morphologically similar to 
parliamentary enclosure, although not always laid out with quite 
the same precision. Planned private enclosure of wastes and 
open field will be identifiable particularly in areas where the 
extents of parliamentary enclosure are already known.  

ENCLOSURE  

em Crofts (Medieval/Post Medieval)  ENCLOSURE  

ep  Enclosure (Prairie Fields): Characterised by widespread 
boundary removal and/or rationalisation, resulting in large 
(sometimes irregular) enclosures. Modern improvements occur 
largely post- 1950.  

ENCLOSURE  

et  Enclosure 20th Century: Can vary but are usual regular in 
morphology, but are defined here as parcels of enclosures that 
represent an expansion of agricultural land into wastes and 
common pasture and alterations of older enclosures.  

ENCLOSURE  
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as  Assarted Enclosures In this instance, assarting refers to the 
enclosure and clearance of wooded areas, resulting in patterns 
of small, irregular enclosures interspersed with woodland.  

ENCLOSURES  

 

ht  Heaths  OPEN LAND  

cm  Commons & Greens: Village greens are a element of many 
villages around Oxford but have not always survived due to 
encroachment of settlement and enclosure. They were important 
communally used areas that often formed the point of departure 
for driftways or outgang along which stock was taken to summer 
pastures. Former wastes and commons sometimes retain the 
physical evidence of past industrial activities.  

OPEN LAND  

se  Settlement (Pre 188?): Built environment in towns and urban 
areas existing at the time of the 1st edition Ordnance Survey 
map.  

SETTLEMENT  

st  Settlement (Post 188?): Built environment after 1st edition date, 
urban development in Oxford. 

SETTLEMENT  

ef  Furlong Strips: Long thin enclosures with parallel curving 
boundaries. This category is a direct indicator of open field, the 
enclosures representing the shape of previous cultivation strips.  

ENCLOSURES  

pp  Parkland (16th -19th Century) This category applies to areas of 
landscape that have a noticeable ornamental element. 
Ornamental parklands can date from the 16th century. 

PARKLAND  

dp  Medieval Deer Park: Medieval parklands were normally large, 
single enclosures that both preserved the diminishing habitat of 
deer and provided potent status symbols for their owners. Oxford 
variety are more unusual examples related to the development of 
suburban college estates. 

PARKLAND  

wp  Woodland Pasture: Pollarded woodland for the grazing of 
Livestock.  

WOODLAND  

wc  Woodland Coniferous Plantation: Used where there are clear 
indications of woodland for commercial forestry.  

WOODLAND  

wr  Woodland (Ancient Replanted) Ancient woodland sites where the 
original native tree cover has been felled and replaced by 
planting, usually with conifers and usually this century.  

WOODLAND  

ws  Woodland Secondary (18th –19th Century): Encroachment of 
woodland since 18

th
 century maps.    

WOODLAND  

wa  Woodland (Ancient Semi Natural): Ancient woodland sites that 
have retained the native tree and shrub cover that has not been 
planted, although it may have been managed by coppicing or 
felling and allowed to regenerate naturally.  

WOODLAND  

wo  Orchards  WOODLAND  

rl  Riverine Landscape: Areas of large river catchment, (Thames) 
of sinuous nature. This includes riverbanks, eyots,  

WATER  
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 mills and moorings.   

rw  Water Reservoir: Self Explanatory  WATER  

mf  Flooded Restored Mineral Extraction: Gravel Pits  WATER  

rr  Rowing Lake:  WATER  

id  Industrial (disused)  INDUSTRIAL  

in  Industrial (post 1885)  INDUSTRIAL  

de  Disused Mineral Extraction: Some areas of present 
agricultural or recreational land have previously been subject 
to intense industrial activity between the O.S. 1st edition and 
present O.S. coverage (e.g. open casting, gravel extraction, 
landfill sites etc).  The category provides a method of indicating 
this activity whilst retaining the definition of present status.  

INDUSTRIAL  

me  Mineral Extraction  INDUSTRIAL  

mw  Meadow: Generally sinuous enclosures alongside rivers and 
streams.  

LANDUSE  

ng  Nursery with Glasshouses: 20th century market gardening  LANDUSE  

ag  Allotments:  LANDUSE  

fw  Watercress Farming: Commercial watercress beds  LANDUSE  

ui  Unimproved Rough Ground  LANDUSE  

hs  Hospitals, Schools, Universities:  CIVIC  

gc  Government and Civic Centres  CIVIC  

sh  Shopping Centres  CIVIC  

ut  Utilities: Power Stations, Water Works etc.  CIVIC  

tr  Recreation (20th Century) leisure, playing fields etc.  RECREATION  

tg  Golf Courses  RECREATION  

pm  Military (post Medieval): Barracks, training grounds  MILITARY  

  Disused Airfields: extant former WWII airfields  MILITARY  

ap  Airfields: Civil airfield  COMMUNICATIONS  

mr  Motorways: M40, M4  COMMUNICATIONS  

rr  Railway Marshalling/Goods Yards  COMMUNICATIONS  

mo  Mixed Origin:   

of  Open Fields: Often quite large areas that were farmed 
communally in cultivation strips during the Medieval and early 
post-medieval periods.  Open fields were subject to different 
processes and timescales of enclosure and so can be 
indicated by many morphological forms.  

RELICTLANDSCAPE  

xx  Unknown: Land parcels of uncertain provenance. Highlights 
the need for further research where the origins (or a particular 
phase) of an area development are unclear.  

 

 
Provisional list of Oxford HUC Broad Character Types  
 
No. Broad Type Description 

0 Civic Government structures and landscapes including schools and 
hospitals. 

1 Commercial Extensive areas of commercial activity whether retail or office based. 

2 Industrial  Extensive areas of industrial activity both historic and modern terms. 

3 Religious Can apply to either the built environment in terms of places of worship 
both historic and modern or to the non-built environment in terms of 
cemeteries and burial grounds 

4 Residential Pre 1850 Areas of the townscape primarily given over to domestic housing. 

5 Residential 1850-
1945 

Areas of the townscape primarily given over to domestic housing. 
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6 Residential 1945-
1980 

Areas of the townscape primarily given over to domestic housing. 

7 Residential Post 1980 Areas of the townscape primarily given over to domestic housing. 

8 Utilities  Structures that contribute to the infrastructure of the towns – 
sewerage, water works, power, gas. 

9 Enclosure  Field systems that border or are within the modern town. 

10 Woodland Areas of the landscape dominated by tree cover. 

11 Open  Areas of open land fossilised within the modern town. i.e. commons 

12 Recreation  Recreational areas cover both the built environment in terms of 
cinemas, galleries, stadiums etc as well as the non-built environment 
such as parks, playing fields, recreation grounds etc. 

13 Military Military (modern or historic) structures and landscapes. 

14 Other For character types that either do not easily fit into the other broad 
types or for character areas that show a truly mixed use between two 
or more character types.   

15 Communications 
 

Transport and communications links - used to cover any link between 
places through which any form of transport can pass – this can 
include navigable water ways, roads, ways, paths & tracks. 

16  University/College University or college buildings 

 
Provisional list of Oxford Historic Urban Character Types 
 
Airfields 
Allotments 
Ancient replanted Woodland 
Ancient Semi Natural Woodland 
Back Lanes 
Barracks 
Blocks of flats (post 1945) 
Bridge 
Business Park (Office complex) 
Canal 
Canals Infrastructure 
Castle and castle defences 
Cathedral 
Cemetery 
Chapel 
Church post 1800 
Church pre 1800 
City cemetery 
Civic (Post 1700) 
Clay Industry/Brickworks 
Detached CofE cemetery 
Detached Villas (1919-1945) 
Detached Villas 1900-1919 
Education (Modern) 
Education (Pre 1945) 
Electrical substation 
Enclosed Fields (18

th
 or pre 18

th
 

enclosure) 
Enclosed Fields (19

th
 century enclosure) 

Enclosed Fields (20
th
 century) 

Engineering 
Factory other 
Ford 
Gas works 
Golf Course 
Green/Commons 
Heath 

Historic Extractive 
Historic Parkland/College Parks 
Historic Shop (pre 19

th
 building) 

Hotels (post 1945) 
Hotels (pre 1945) 
Industrial 
Industrial (disused) 
Industrial Units 
Inns/Taverns 
Irregular plots  
Lanes 
Legal 
Leisure and entertainment 
Major Road Scheme 
Malting/Brewery 
Market Place 
Meadow 
Medical (Modern) 
Medical (Pre 1945) 
Medieval long distance highway 
Medieval medium distance highway 
Middle Class Housing 1900-1919 
Middle Class Housing 1919-1945 
Modern Infill 
Modern monastic order 
Modern Shops 
Mosque 
Non conformist chapel 
Nurseries 
Offices (Post 1945) 
Palace 
Park  
Parliamentary enclosure 
Parliamentary subsequent 
Place of worship 
Plantation 
Prairie field 
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Pre 18
th
 century fossilised strips 

Pre 18
th
 century irregular enclosure 

Pre 18
th
 century regular enclosure 

Printing 
Private Housing (1945-1980) 

Private housing 1980-2009 
Residential (pre 1900) 
Railway 
Railway Station 
Railway works 

Reservoir 
Retail (Post 1945) 
Retail Park 
Schools and colleges 
Schools and colleges (pre1945) 
Secondary woodland 
Sewage Works 
Shopping Parades 
Social Housing (1945-1980) 
Sports and fitness 
Stables 
Synagogue 
Tannery 
Terraced Cottages 1900-1919 
Terraced Cottages 1919-1945 
Town defences 
Transport Infrastructure 
Turnpike Roads 
University College (18

th
) 

University College (19
th
) 

University College (20
th
) 

University College (21
st
) 

University College (Medieval) 
University College (Post medieval) 
University (Libraries) 
University (Modern) 
University (Museums) 
University (Pre 1900) 
Urban gardens 
Victorian Terraces (1850-1900) 
Victorian Villas (1850-1900) 
Water feature 
Water Meadow 
Watermill 
Windmills 
Woodland ancient 
Woodland Orchard 
Woodland Pasture 
Woodland semi natural 
Workhouse 
Yard 
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Appendix B: Defining Historic Urban Character Areas within the OCCAA 
 
The project will define blocks of urban character or Historic Urban Character Areas 
(HUCA’s) for central Oxford (as defined by the City Centre Archaeological Area). 
These zones provide a framework for summarising information in a spatially and 
written form.  
 
Each zone will be supported by a short report containing: 
 
1. A summary of the zone including the reasons for the demarcation of the zone.   
2. A summary assessment of existing built character. 
3. A summary assessment of the known and potential archaeological interest. 
 
Historic Urban Character Areas (Zones) 
 
The creation of these zones begins with several discrete data sets including historical 
cartography and documentary sources; known archaeological work; buildings 
evidence (whether listed or not) and the modern urban character.  From this a picture 
can be drawn of the changes that have occurred to the built character within a given 
area over a given period of time.  Discrete areas of the town that then show broad 
similarities can be grouped as one zone. 
 
After the survey results have been mapped into GIS the resulting data is analysed to 
discern any larger, distinctive patterns; principally build periods, urban types, styles 
or other distinctive attributes of buildings.  Zone boundaries are defined based 
around areas of homogenous townscape, although occasionally there may be more 
diversity as a result of piecemeal change. Other considerations for defining these 
zones can be made from the other attribute data, including time depth and degree of 
preservation.  
 
Archaeological Assessment 
 
The second part of the analysis examines the significance and potential of each zone 
from an archaeological perspective, this assessment will be primarily based on the 
results of the resource assessment and research agenda. The assessment includes 
consideration of the archaeological interest of above-ground buildings and structures, 
which may contain hidden elements which are earlier than their nominal date based 
on visible architectural details. 
 
The method for evaluating archaeological significance will be based on an adaptation 
of English Heritage’s Monuments Protection Programme (English Heritage 1992; 
Green, 2008) E.g.: Period; Survival; Potential; Group Value and Diversity. The 
assessments will draw on the results of the resource assessment and research 
strategy. However given the complexity of the archaeological resource in Oxford 
such assessments will be provisional and subject to further documentary research, 
contextual assessment and research. The assessment of these areas can be rated 
numerically and will be recorded within the HUCA GIS layer.  
 
For reference the table below categorises the main sources of information (based on 
MPP guidance) and considers the relative importance of the work in assessing the 
potential archaeological importance of a zone. 
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Archaeological Work Potential Value 

Archaeological excavation, evaluation; Watching briefs, recorded 
observations; Sub-surface survey; Environmental Work 

Major 

Topographic Survey, e.g. break of slope, street alignments, property 
boundaries, water supplies, place and street names.  Distribution maps 
of recorded stray and casual finds.  Detailed fabric recording of standing 
structures.  Cellar surveys 

Moderate 

Unrecorded stray finds Low 

Historical/Documentary Work Potential Value 

Primary 

Cartographic sources (pre OS series); National Surveys (Domesday 
etc); National Fiscal records (taxation assessments); Local government 
records (charters, court rolls etc) 

Major 

Local fiscal records (surveys, grants etc); Ecclesiastical records 
(diocesan & parish records etc); Private records (probate records, 
deeds etc) 

Moderate 

Travellers accounts; Contemporary biographies; Antiquarian books 
Inscriptions 

Low 

Secondary Sources 

Place name evidence Major 

Secondary texts Moderate 

Photographic surveys Low 

Archaeological/Historical Documentation (based on MPP) 

 
 
Period:  
Assessment of the time-depth of archaeological remains likely to be present.  As a 
general rule urban deposits with greater time-depth will tend to be of more 
archaeological interest. 
 

Options Definition 

1 Early Medieval foundations 1000 -1100 and/or with possible proto or pre 
urban antecedents.  Potential for remains with a very wide date range of a 
thousand years or more. 

2 Medieval Foundations of 1100 -1536 with remains relating to Medieval and 
Post Medieval establishment and change 

3 Post 1536 - establishment and change occurring after 1536.  Post-medieval 
remains only 

4 Post 1800 – modern development 

 

Key grading for general periods (based on MPP) 

 
Survival:  
This section focuses on the visible or documented survival of historical elements. For 
example buildings will have a bias towards post medieval although some medieval 
forms (churches) will exist.  In terms of deposits assessment will often be based upon 
documented investigations and it should be recognised that some parts of towns 
cannot be assessed until further data becomes available.   
High = Documented survival of extensive significant remains 
Medium = Documented survival of significant remains 
Low = Documented extensive destruction/loss/absence of remains 
Uncertain = Insufficient information for reliable judgment 
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Potential:  
This section relates to the likelihood of preservation of structural, artefactual and 
ecofactual evidence and will be a summary based in part on known archaeological 
and environmental evidence and in part on predictive preservation and therefore 
should be treated with caution. Potential preservation is based upon ground 
conditions whether wet or dry, the topography and the quality of archaeological 
evidence. The relationship between subsurface deposits and standing buildings is 
also of relevance. Evidence for buildings potential lies in determining the preservation 
of older building structures or fabrics hidden behind later builds and facades. The 
principal nature of remains predicted will be indicated.  This will also refer to the 
potential for environmental finds, although this can only be a general statement.  
 

Options Definition 

High Areas predicted to contain stratified or waterlogged buried deposits or 
early structural elements within standing buildings.  High potential for 
environmental finds such as anoxic environments with pH of over 7. 
(peats, waterlogged deposits) 

Medium Areas predicted to contain significant buried deposits and/or potential for 
hidden structural elements, potential for environmental finds can be 
varied , covers a wide range of soil types. 

Low 
 

Areas predicted to have limited survival of archaeological deposits e.g. 
due to destruction of subsurface deposits by modern development.   Low 
potential for environmental finds such as oxic environments with a neutral 
pH. (brown earths) 

Uncertain Areas with insufficient data to make any meaningful prediction 

 

Table 1: Archaeological potential 

 
Group Value:  
 
The identification of adjacent buildings where concentrations of types occur forming a 
distinct character. This takes the form of a pick list of options. For the majority the 
group value will be not applicable. 
 

Options Definition 

Commercial Cluster: Shops, Inn’s 

Ecclesiastical Cluster:   Prebendal’s with churches, Almshouses and 
residences. Remnants of monastic houses 

Civic Cluster:   Local governmental buildings, courts 

Industrial Cluster: Clusters of particular industries 

N/A  

 

Table 2: Group Value 

 
Diversity:  
 
This criterion seeks to measure the phases of change to a given area through time.  
The diversity reflects the range of features, components and monuments that can be 
recorded within the zone or across a wider range of zones.  Equally this could also 
apply to the diversity of the built environment.  This will also examine the survival of 
buildings within the historic core using English Heritage listed buildings data to 
assess the range and diversity of dates and architectural style within the zone. 
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Options Definition 

High: 3 or more phases  

Medium: 2 major phases  

Low: Single phase 

Unknown:  

 

Table 3: Diversity 
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Appendix C: Draft form for Statement of Archaeological Interest (to be revised 
in light of PPS15) 
 

Statement of Archaeological Interest 

Monument Name: Monument Thesaurus Type: 

Monument Definition: 

Description:  

Published References: 

Relevant Academic or research agenda statements: 

Rarity City County Region Nationally 

    

Group Value:  

Associations: 

Amenity Value: 

Survival and potential: 

SAM?  MPP Class importance value: 
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Appendix D: Historic Urban Character Statement Form (example) 
 

Area No:  

Summary:   

Historical:  

Evidential:  

Aesthetic:  

Communal Value:  

Archaeological Assessment Built Character 

Period:  Prehistoric to Post 
Medieval 
Survival: Medium – significant 
degree of modern infill within 
the Prebendal garden 
Group Value: Ecclesiastical 
Diversity: High (multiple 
phases of occupation from 
prehistory to Post Medieval 
Potential: High 

Morphology:  Winding  Linear 

Heritage values Density:  High 

Evidential: High 
Historical: High 
Aesthetic: High 
Communal Value: High 
 

Character 
Types:  

Narrow plots 
mansions (18th 
century) 
private housing 1945 

Modern infill 
Church 
industrial disused 

Architectural 
styles:  

Vernacular 
Georgian 

Modern General 

Plan Form 
styles:   

Post medieval 
mansion 
Post medieval 
terraces 
Modern terraces 

Modern flats 
Medieval church 

Build Materials:  Brick handmade 
Brick rendered 

Brick machined 
Stone 

Roof Materials:  tile handmade 
tile machined 

slate natural 
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Appendix E: Risk Log   
 
The project manager will be responsible for risk management procedures through the 
project. In the event of a delay or unforeseen additional costs to the project, EH will 
be notified before any changes to the project design takes place. 
 
Risk Identification Number 1 
Description: GIS problems 
Probability: Moderate 
Impact: Significant 
Counter measures: Limited scope for lap top working 
Estimated time and cost: Unknown 
Owner: City Council 
Date this entry last updated 14/9/2009 
 
Risk Identification Number 2 
Description: Unanticipated volume of data 
Probability: Low 
Impact: Significant 
Counter measures: Re-assess resolution of assessment and clearly document 
decisions 
Estimated time and cost: Unknown 
Owner: Oxford City Council/EH 
Date this entry last updated 14/9/2009 
 
Risk Identification Number 3 
Description Staff illness 
Probability Moderate 
Impact Significant 
Counter measures Extend project/ intervention by project manager 
Estimated time and cost Unknown 
Owner EH/Oxford City Council 
Date this entry last updated 14/9/2009 
 
Risk Identification Number 4 
Description Data loss 
Probability Low 
Impact Significant 
Counter measures Adequate back up of data 
Estimated time and cost Unknown 
Owner Oxford City Council 
Date this entry last updated 14/9/2009 
 
 
Risk Identification Number 5 
Description Overunning 
Probability Medium 
Impact Significant 
Counter measures Careful time recording and reporting against tasks set out in 
Project Design 
Estimated time and cost Unknown 
Owner Oxford City Council/English Heritage 
Date this entry last updated 21/11/2009 
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Appendix F: Product Description 
 
Product Description 
Project number: 1 
Project title: GIS Characterisation Database 
Purpose of the Product: 
To hold geo-relational data recording historic landscape characterisation attributes 
for Oxford. 
Composition: Digital data 
Derived from: Historic maps 
Format and presentation: Digital map data 
Allocated to: Project Officer 
Quality criteria and method: Advisory group and project ream will validate data. 
Person/Group responsible for approval: Project Manager 
Planned completion date: October 2010 
 
 
Product Description 
Project number: 2 
Project title: Oxford Archaeological Plan 
Purpose of the Product: Document containing resource assessment, research 
agenda and strategy statements. 
Composition: Bound report and on-line pdf. 
Derived from: Urban Archaeological Database and variety of published and 
unpublished material. 
Format and presentation: Bound colour report 
Allocated to: Project Officer and Project Co-ordinator 
Quality criteria and method: Advisory group and project ream will validate data. 
Person/Group responsible for approval: Project Manager 
Planned completion date: October 2010 
 

 


